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In open-ended environments, a curious agent may consider many kinds
of goals, that we call here modules. Some may be easy, others difficult,
or even impossible to learn. To maximize its overall mastery on the set of
learnable goals, it needs to:
• Actively select which module and goal to practice at any given moment.
• Transfer knowledge between modules and goals.

Introduction

•Modules: a set of constraints characterized by a goal-parameterized re-
ward function, e.g. lift a cube in the air at position g +/- ε and a goal
space (e.g. 3D Euclidean space)
•Goals: continuous parameter g (target).

Multiple Modular Goals

M-UVFAs input when the agent targets goal gi from module Mi among N
modules: concatenation of state, full goal and module code.
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Modular UVFAs (M-UVFAs)

Cross-learning is achieved by substituting in the transition the orig-
inal module description (resp. real goal) by another.
• Cross-goal learning. her is used to replace desired goals by outcomes

achieved later in the trajectory [1].
• Cross-module learning. Intrinsic motivations bias the choice of the sub-

stitute module towards those showing the highest absolute learning
progress LP .

Why using the absolute learning progress? LP is high when the agent
is progressing on, or forgetting about a task. Maximizing LP maximizes
learning speed, enables to avoid distracting goals and fights forgetting.
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Sτ : success/failure (1/0). l: time window length. pLP = softmax(LP ).

Cross-Module/Goal Learning

1. Module and Goal Selection. Next Mi is selected using a Multi-Armed
Bandit (MAB) maximizing LP (pLP ). gi uniformly sampled from GTi.

2. Rollout in the Environment. Using the current policy (m-uvfa ).
Transitions are saved in a replay buffer.

3. Multi-Armed Bandit Update. Update LP measures and pLP .
4. Module and Goal Substitutions. using her (goals) and pLP (mod-

ules). Rewards re-computed given the new reward function Rm
∗
d

g∗ .
5. Policy and Value Updates. ddpg is used to update the networks [2].
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The CURIOUS Algorithm

Intrinsically Motivated Module Learning and Selection. Left: sub-
jective measures of competence as perceived by the agent. Right: subjective
learning progress.
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Developmental trajectories. All agents learn some modules before others
(M1 < M2 < M3/M4) but M3 and M4 can be learned in various orders
depending on the agent’s particular learning trajectory. When a few rewards
are collected for one module, the agent starts focusing on it which generates
even more progress.

Learning Progress Intuition

We compare curious with two baselines:
• A flat multi-goal architecture, goal-parameterized architecture equiv-

alent to HER.
• A multi-goal module-experts architecture (MG-ME) where an ex-

pert multi-goal policy (uvfa ) is trained for each module.
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Choice of Architecture

Resilience to distracting goals. The agent focuses on modules where it
progresses, not on already solved or impossible modules/goals.
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Resilience to Distracting Goals

Resilience to forgetting and perturbation. When a task is being for-
gotten (because of learning instabilities or perturbations), LP increases and
the agent turns its focus back on that task.
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Resilience to Perturbation

Take-home messages.
• Some environment requires the use of modular goal representations

curious uses a modular representation organized in modules and goals
using m-uvfas .
• curious is intrinsically motivated to set its own goals.
• Learning a diverse set of goals in a unique policy is more efficient than

learning one multi-goal policy per module (see curious vs mg-me ).
• Selecting modules using intrinsic motivations based on the learning progress

helps fighting forgetting and distracting goals.
• curious follows developmental pathways as human infants do [3].

Future work. In the future, the task-set should be learned autonomously.
See [4] for unsupervised methods for goal spaces generation.
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